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Abstract — In this paper, we present a first step towards a 
typology of relevant signals and cues in human-robot interaction 
(HRI). In human as well as in animal communication systems, 
signals and cues play an important role for senders and receivers 
of such signs. In our typology, we systematically distinguish 
between a robot’s signals and cues which are either designed 
to be human-like or artificial to create meaningful information. 
Subsequently, developers and designers should be aware of 
which signs affect a user’s judgements on social robots. For this 
reason, we first review several signals and cues that have already 
been successfully used in HRI with regard to our typology. 
Second, we discuss crucial human-like and artificial cues which 
have so far not been considered in the design of social robots – 
although they are highly likely to affect a user’s judgement of 
social robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

The original meaning of the term ‘automaton’ implies auton-
omous beings having the ability to move on their own [1]. For 
instance, Vausanson’s flute and tabor player and Wolfgang 
von Kemepelen’s famous chess player, named ‘The Turk’, 
designed in the mid 1700s, are early encounters between 
lifelike forms and mechanical machines. These machines 
invoked people’s expectations due to a lifelike behaviour 
displayed by their appearance. Even today, social roboticists 
connect human-like forms and function in an attempt to de-
velop lifelike and understandable social robots (see Figure 1).

An important objective of research in social robotics 
is the development of robots which are generally compel-
ling and understandable. Therefore, roboticists generally use 
familiar signs to create meaningful actions. Some of these 
signs are understandable, because they are human-like, and 
other signs are interpreted correctly due to convention. To il-
lustrate, it is likely that many people assume a blinking LED 
in a laptop is representing a harddisk actively working.

In addition, many of the signs implemented subcon-
sciously into a robot have not been considered to convey any 
relevant information – but this is often not true for an observ-
er. However, up to now there has not been any systematical 
research to which extent cues like jerky movements, sounds 
of actuators, or visibility of technical conjunctions have an 
effect on the user’s judgement of robots.

Many of the signs displayed by a robot are explicitly im-
plemented and others are likely to be inevitable in the devel-
opment of robots unless engineers, developers, and design-
ers (in the following roboticists) invest high costs to remove 
or modify them. For example, if there is a need for very quick 
movements the actuator has a specific size, because tiny ac-
tuators are not able to move heavy parts quickly. Therefore, 
designing social robots often is a trade off between technical 
and aesthetical aspects and a management of which signals 
and cues are important for a specific interaction. To illus-
trate, it is difficult to create a tiny robot with the capability 
of lifting heavy weights. To make roboticists aware that from 
a users point of view a social robot is a semiotic entity, we 
discuss a first systematic analyzation towards a typology of 
potential signs displayed by a social robot.  

After outlining relevant research in Section II, we intro-
duce a typology of a robot’s signals and cues in Section III. 
In Section IV, we discuss several aspects of our proposed 
typology. Finally, we present a conclusion and recommenda-
tions for prospective research in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Basically, a sign is defined as an entity which signifies anoth-
er entity [2]. According to [3] all signs in biological commu-
nication systems are divided into signals or cues. We argue, 
it is generally fruitful to distinguish between signals and 
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FIGURE 1. Examples of social robots with life-like forms: 
(1) Flobi, (2) EMILY, (3) EVER-1
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cues in social robotics as well, because such a differentiation 
makes it possible to understand the intended and unintended 
signs with regard to the technical as well as to the aesthetical 
design of a social robot. Most often, roboticists consider to 
implement specific signs (e.g., understanding and production 
of verbal language) to alter the user’s behavior. In addition 
to these intended signs, a design of robots often contains un-
considered signs which may affect the user’s judgement of 
the robot and the anticipation of the robot’s behavior as well. 
Such distinctions lead us towards a systematical typology of 
human-related and artificial-related signs which are highly 
likely to affect expectations in HRI.

A. Working Definition of Signals and Cues
According to [3] signals are per definition signs which are 
acted to alter the behavior of another organism. Signals 
evolved, because of that effect and they are effective due to 
the receiver’s response to certain signals. In robotics, that 
is, for example, a robot displaying a certain set of behaviors 
like verbal language or gestures to guide a user. Such signals 
are explicitly implemented by a roboticist to choreograph a 
certain scenario in HRI.

On the contrary, cues represent any feature of the world, 
animate or inanimate, that can be used by a receiver (i.e., in 
our case a user) as a guide to get certain information about 
the signaler (i.e., robot). In robotics many cues have not been 
taken into consideration to explicitly guide an interaction. 
That is, even if a sign is not intended to have communica-
tive value, a robot contains naturally plenty of cues which 
are likely to inform a user about the robot’s capabilities. To 
illustrate, a motor sound is a cue of an active motor; a hard-
disk sound is a cue representing a specific kind of action – 
oppositional, if there is no sound or motion then users expect 
probably something is going wrong. 

Subsequently derived from the original definitions, hu-
man signals expressed by a robot are human-like signs to 
alter the behavior of another human interaction partner (e.g., 
verbal and nonverbal behavior). Human cues are signs which 
are not explicitly expressed, but contain information espe-
cially for the receiver (e.g., specific visual features about 
gender, age, or ethnicity). Artificial signals are explicitly 
implemented conventional signs (symbols) to guide a user 
(e.g., blinking control LEDs representing a specific action). 
Finally, artificial cues are any signs which convey informa-
tion to an observer except of signals. Many artificial cues 
like, for instance, jerky movements of technical parts are not 
considered to carry any information also for users. Some ar-
tificial cues are explicitly considered by a roboticist to con-
vey a specific communicative value.

B. Human Signals and Cues Displayed by Social Robots
In general, social robots should be able to communicate with 
humans, they should understand and even relate to humans in 
a personal way, and finally, they should be able to understand 
humans and itself in social terms [4]. Thus, one main goal is 
to create an automaton that appears and behaves to a certain 

degree intuitive during HRI [5]. However, to reach this goal, 
social robots need to be capable of conveying human-like 
signals and cues in a familiar way. Human-like signals are 
ideally represented by human-like displays. Specifically, the 
human face is probably the most variable and expressive part 
of the human body and as such, its signals and cues play a 
key role in natural interactions. The human face is composed 
of structural, dynamic and artificial features, all of which 
convey rich information about individuals. Specifically, the 
human face conveys information about age, sex, ethnicity, 
identity, fitness, and emotions [6]. Roboticists can use this 
repertoire of information to create social robots whose faces 
appear similar to human faces [7]. 

Human-like appearance is a human cue explicitly ap-
plied to social robots to increase the perceived human-like-
ness [8] in order to convey further signals like human fa-
cial expressions. Specifically, displays of emotions are often 
implemented to generally improve the perceived quality of 
interaction [e.g., 9]. Additionally, in many robots speech pro-
duction and recognition has been implemented to guide the 
HRI – a typically human signal to design a familiar commu-
nication with a robot.

In addition, with regard to human cues, some roboticists 
design the robot to have a very specific human-like appear-
ance. That is, the robot looks like a specific person having 
an individual appearance (i.e., gender, ethnicity, attractive-
ness etc.). Some of these cues also affect the perceived hu-
man traits ascribed to such robots. To illustrate, it has been 
shown that even within cartoon-like robots subtle hair cues 
significantly affect the perception of gender in terms of ste-
reotypically female or male traits and gender related task-
capabilities [10]. 

The same ist true for the individually perceived attrac-
tiveness. A vast body of research documents that people at-
tribute more positive traits to attractive people than to unat-
tractive ones. In social psychology, this bias is known as the 
‘attractiveness halo’ [11]. To illustrate, attractive humans are 
commonly judged as warmer, kinder, stronger, more sensi-
tive, interesting, poised, modest, sociable, and outgoing. It 
has been shown that even babies prefer playing with attrac-
tive than with unattractive puppets [12]. Importantly, several 
authors [e.g., 13, 14, 15] suggested that an attractiveness bias 
is generally also applicable to objects and interfaces. 

Additionally, anthropomorphism is of importance due to 
the fact that the more specific human-like signals and cues 
were used to aesthetically design the robot the more the robot 
is likely to be anthropomorphized by a human observer [16]. 
Anthropomorphism entails attributing human-like proper-
ties, characteristics or mental states to real or imagined non- 
human agents and objects. 

The key role of human-likeness with regard to anthropo-
morphism has been demonstrated in a study by Krach et al. 
[17]. These authors conducted a fMRI study with three dif-
ferent robot targets which differed in their degree of human-
like appearance. Participants’ brain activity was measured 
during the interaction with these robots. The results showed 
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that the degree of human-likeness had a significant effect 
on participants’ cortical activity associated with Theory of 
Mind (ToM) and their judgments of the robots. Summing 
up, the more human-like an interaction partner appeared, the 
more do participants speculate implicitly about the robot’s 
intentions.

C. Artificial Signals and Cues in Social Robotics
Principally, all conventional symbols and artificial interfaces 
used in products which automatically represent dynamically 
a state are per definition artificial signals that alter the ac-
tion of an user. For example, artificial signals like blinking 
or colored LEDs are often used to report the machine’s ac-
tual state. Furthermore, [18] found that users prefer to have 
visual indicators on the mobile robot BIRON, to signal them 
in which direction it is going to drive next. Additionally, in 
some cases roboticists implemented dynamic interfaces dis-

playing a conventional symbol are artificial signals (see Fig-
ure 2, image 2).

Often, designers explicitly consider artificial cues to 
improve a product’s perceived quality, but particularly in 
social robotics, artificial cues are rarely taken into account 
to improve the robot’s perceived quality. In the field of car 
design, for instance, sound designers at Porsche explicitly 
try to improve the perceived quality of the car’s functions by 
modulating sounds of motors, clicks, sound intensity, and so 
on [19]. Also visual signs are commonly used to mark spe-
cific functions. For instance, mechanical joints of robots are 
often visually emphasized to especially display the mechani-
cal function (i.e., form follows function).

Only little research on a social robot’s cues has been ex-
plicitly taken into account. For instance, there is evidence 
that unattractive cues in human-like social robots elicit some 
kind of unpleasantness. This phenomenon is widely known 
as the ‘uncanny valley’ hypothesis [20] which is particularly 
true for realistic robot faces with specific abnormal facial 
features (e.g., with regard to eye size). This suggests that the 
human visual system is highly sensitive to cues indicating 
human-likeness [21]. Most often, designing a robot is a trade 
off between mechanical architecture and the robot’s appear-
ance. Due to the fact that many of the robots are research 
prototypes instead of finished products, roboticists primary 
concentrate on the robot’s technical functions rather than on 
aesthetic functions including an attractive appearance and 
an absence of abnormal perceived facial features.

human signals & cues

perception example possible indications

signals appearance emotional displays nonverbal emotional communication

clothing and decoration communication of social roles

auditive verbal language human communication / natural language skills

cues appearance facial qualities specific human traits (e.g., domincance, submissiveness, social warmth etc)

body size dominance (e.g., roboticists often use small body sizes to mediate submissiveness)

auditive unintentional prosody uncertainty

tactile temperature illness

olfactory smell illness or personal hygiene

motion breath subject is alive

artificial signals & cues

perception example possible indications

signals appearance LED power and activity     

motion robot’s gaze joint attention

auditive beep sounds convention (e.g., confirmation or error)

cues appearance emphasized conjunctions communication of stability and robustness

auditive harddisk working sound indicating the machine works

tactile high temperature overheating

olfactory smell disfunction, overheating

motion jerky movements indicating low quality

TABLE 1. Examples of signals and cues in human communication (top) and artificial signals and cues (bottom)

FIGURE 2. Examples of artificial signals: (1) power LED, 
(2) facial display of the robot AIDA, (3) GPS interface in a mobile phone

1 2 3
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appearance

auditive

olfactory

tactile

motion

signals

cues

signs

explicitly intended

not-explicitly 

explicitly intended

not-explicitly

human signals

artificial signals

human cues

artificial cues

human cues

artificial cues

FIGURE 3. Towards a typology of human and artificial signals and cues for roboticists and their robots. All signs expressed by a social robot are divided 
into four dimensions (signals vs. cues, explicitly vs. implicitly implemented, human vs. artificial signs, and the use of different perceptual channels)
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III. TYPOLOGY OF SIGNALS AND CUES IN ROBOTICS

In the field of social robotics, roboticists usually apply hu-
man signals and cues to facilitate the social interaction be-
tween human and machine, because many of the human-like 
signals and cues used in robotics are familiar to users (see 
examples in Table 1). Artificial signals are usually used to 
report the product’s actual state to users. Although artificial 
cues might communicate specific qualities of a product, they 
are rarely considered in the development of social robots 
probably due to the fact that most of today’s social robots are 
research prototypes.

As argued above, with regard to a typology of signs in 
HRI we first of all distinguish between signals and cues (see 
Figure 3). On a second dimension, we differentiate whether 
the signs used for the robot are taken into consideration by 
the roboticist. Actually, all signals used to alter the behav-
ior of a user are intended to do so. Per definition, there are 
no signals which are not explicitly intended by a roboticist.
The same is not true for cues due to the fact that some cues 
are explicitly considered to have a communicative value 
and others are not. On a third dimension, we differentiate 
whether the signals and cues are human-like or artificial. For 
example, a ‘not explicitly considered human cue’ is a techni-
cal robot design that randomly appears similar to a human 
face. Finally, all the signs are perceived differently. That is, 
signals and cues in robots are sensed visually (appearance 
and motion), auditive, olfactory, or tactile by a human user.

To summarize, as illustrated in Figure 3, we classify all 
potential signs used in a robot into four dimensions: (D1) sig-
nals vs. cues, (D2) explicitly vs. implicitly used (D3) human 
vs. artificial signs, and (D4) different perceptual channels.

IV. DISCUSSION: COSTS, DECEPTION, AND RELIABILITY

Figure 3 displays the typology of signals and cues with 
different perspectives or dimensions. The typology is divid-
ed into four dimensions. In contrast to a typology of signals 
and cues in human-human interaction (HHI), the typology in 
HRI has another dimension. Here, dimension two represents 
the designer’s point of view, which makes the typology more 
complex compared to HHI. A designer has the possibility to 
explicitly modify the robot’s signals and even cues by de-
sign. A robot’s appearance can include particularly intended 
cues, which should be received as if they were not controlled 
at all. Additionally, there are cues which are not explicitly 
intended by the designer. Hence, this adds not only to the 
typology’s complexity but also to the costs, which have to 
be spent to make the signals and cues perceivable and reli-
able. Furthermore, with regard to costs the special case of 
deceptive signals is discussed as such a social robot is partic-
ularly a deception of a lifelike interaction partner. Insepara-
bly, the reliability of a robot’s signals as well as cues and thus 
the consequences for human-robot interaction in general are 
taken into account.

4.1 Costs of Honest Signals
Generally, building a social robot as such is a costly under-
taking. In particular, ensuring that signals and cues are re-
ceived the way they should, is even more costly as it requires 
a lot of time and manpower to pursue the circle of design: 
planning, testing, and refining. In nature, cues do not have 
any costs as they are innate and unintended. Therefore, they 
can hardly be deceived [3], but cues of a robot can be as cost-
ly as signals – or in certain cases even more costly.

artificial appearance

life-like appearance

D1 D2 D3 D4
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In Table 2 costs for designing a social robot (prepara-
tion) and production of signals and cues are shown. Accord-
ing to [22], the costs are divided into efficacy and strategic 
costs. Efficacy costs represent the minimal costs with regard 
to functional robots. Strategic costs are invested to improve 
the robot’s quality in terms of displaying reliable signals and 
cues.

 Efficacy and the strategic costs interplay with each 
other and are not always comparable with costs in HRI. For 
example, the natural way for a human to walk might be the 
way with the lowest costs, but for a robot it is less efficient 
and more costly to walk like a human. 

Furthermore, we divided costs for a robot into prepa-
ration costs and production costs. That is, money has to be 
spent before a human-robot interaction is feasible. These 
costs are additionally divided into material costs as such and 
the work which roboticists have to accomplish to make the 
hardware do a certain action. Moreover, there are energy-
related costs (e.g., electricity) for producing the signal within 
interactions.

4.2. Deception of Signals and Cues
Another aspect with regard to costs is the deception of sig-
nals and cues. Deceptive signs are any such signals and cues 
which are dishonest. With deceptive signals a sender tries to 
actively spread false information about oneself, while decep-
tive cues are typically misleading features of an agent. In any 
case, the receiver is informed about a quality that the sender 
does not have [3].

Besides the costs for sending honest signals, the use of 
deceptive signs potentially involves additional costs due to 
punishments. These costs affect signaler, receiver and also 
other signalers. For instance, if a lie has been detected by a 
receiver, the credibility of a signaler might be negatively af-
fected. As a consequence, this results in a decrease of send-
er’s reliability. In addition, similar information conveyed by 
other senders might also be less reliable, which introduces 
costs for these senders no matter if the message is honest or 
not. The receiver’s costs do not only originate from a believe 
in the false signal but also from any action that has to be tak-
en to not believe in a false signal again. Therefore, deceptive 
signals as such are unreliable and only occur if the sender’s 

costs do not outweigh the benefits. For example, humans use 
make-up and plastic surgery to appear younger, healthier, or 
more attractive. The same is true in the world of animals, 
specific butterflies mimic other animals (e.g., hornets) or are 
colored as if they were poisonous to avoid being eaten by 
potential predators. Specifically, in the case of the butterfly, 
these false signals obviously target at the benefit of a longer 
life and thus more chances for reproduction. The costs of be-
ing caught are enormous and most often result in becoming 
the next meal for a predator. In the case of a human using 
make-up, the final goals may be similar. However, in con-
trast to the butterfly, the costs of the delusion being detected 
are not as high as for the butterfly.

Highly anthropomorphic robots are designed to appear 
and to behave human-like. All the human-like signals and 
cues used in anthropomorphic designed robots are decep-
tions. That is, any signal and cue which simulates a human 
being is dishonest in its nature. Explicitly human-like de-
signed gaze, breath, or voice are typical examples for decep-
tive signals and cues conveyed by social robots.

This has several consequences regarding the design of 
human-like social robots. With every single mechanical part 
and behavior aimed at human-likeness comes a potential loss 
of credibility and, consequently, a decrease of the robot’ reli-
ability.

In general, humans are aware of the fact that a robot it-
self is naturally not a human being. Even though they tend 
to interpret human-like movements as social and commu-
nicative signs, they detect these signals often as dishonest 
(i.e., non-human). Therefore, care has to be taken that there 
are no direct consequences in terms of punishments (like in 
the butterfly example) due to incredibly signals or cues. Not 
only the unmasked signals and cues would be affected, but 
additionally further signals and cues displayed by the robot 
would probably be judged as less credible.

Ultimately, it is the roboticist’s task to create a semiotic-
related structure of the robot’s signs that will be accepted by 
users. If signals and cues displayed by a social robot are ac-
cepted they probably will not violate a user’s expectations of 
what tasks a robot is or not able to perform credibly [23]. See 
Table 3 for the relation between expectation and reliability 
of  the robot.

4.3 Implications in Social Robotics
Why should roboticists consider signals and cues in social 
robotics? First, humans automatically anthropomorphize 
robots – even if robots do not explicitly appear human-like 
people most often ascribe robots to have human-like traits. 
For instance, if roboticists apply verbal language or gestures 

expectation reliability

deception detected mismatch decrease

deception accepted match increase

TABLE 3. Relation between expectation and reliability

costs for robots efficacy costs strategic costs

preperation 
(material)

minimal costs of 
material

quality of material 
(e.g., joints, skin, 
sensors)

preperation 
(manpower)

necessary hardware 
design (appearance)

hardware design (ap-
pearance)

basic software design 
(behavior, perception)

software design 
(behavior, perception, 
exception handling)

production     
(ad-hoc costs)

costs to display the 
signal

additional costs to 
design the signal more 
reliable

TABLE 2. Costs of Designing a Robot’s Signals
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to their robots they use (consciuosly or not) signals and cues 
typically used by humans in their everyday life. Analogous 
to Watzlawick [24] in human communication, robots cannot 
not present any cues. For a roboticist, it is impossible to not 
convey any information of the robot to an interpreter.

Second, the more human-like a robot appears the more 
people anthropomorphize it. Namely, it has been shown that 
humans cognitivelly [17] as well as emotionally [25] ascribe 
a robot to have more human-like traits if the robot appears 
more human-like as well. According to the familiarity hy-
pothesis [26], individuals draw anthropomorphic inferences, 
because it allows them to explain things we do not under-
stand in terms that they do understand – and what we un-
derstand best is ourselves as human beings. Consequently, 
if a robot appears human-like to a certain degree the quality 
of human signals and cues should be taken into account to 
design predictable interactions. 

Third, the aesthetic form of robots always promises spe-
cific actions due to perceived affordances. Hence, people 
have specific expectations and mental models about the ro-
bot’s future actions. Specifically, [23] found that people in 
the case of mismatches rebuild their mental models of the 
robot’s behaviors. This is a problem when there generally ex-
ists a mismatch between the robot’s appearance and its func-
tion. Accordingly, people are likely to become confused with 
regard to the reliability of the robot’s actions if it is not able 
to fulfill the people’s expectations. 

Especially in social robotics, the consideration of artifi-
cial cues have rarely been taken into account although they 
are highly likely to affect the judgement of robots. To illus-
trate, the anthropomorphic robot Barthoc Jr. (see Figure 4) 
was created to appear like a child-like interaction partner. 
Nevertheless, due to unexpected lacks in the manufacturing 
process participants perceived Barthoc Jr. to have abnormal 
facial features. Consequently, participants jugded the robot 
to have less capabilities than it actually has [27].

Furthermore, even when designing a robot without an 
effort to have a human-like appearance, artificial cues should 
be taken into consideration in the industrial design process. 
To illustrate, according to Dieter Rams [28], the wellknown 

industrial designer of BRAUN, something that does not in-
dicate something else should simply not be there, because 
something that does not have any specific meaning for a user 
results in incomprehensibility of the product. Indeed, good 
design should be usefull, understandable, unobtrusive, hon-
est, long-lasting, thorough, environmentally friendly, and as 
little design as possible.

Finally, such a typology of signals and cues in robot-
ics like introduced in Section III supports to systematically 
explore the effects of a social robot’s appearance and behav-
iors. When developing social robots roboticists try to antici-
pate the human-robot interaction with regard to the user’s 
mental model of the robot. Thus, the more facts are known 
about such signals and cues the easier it is for a roboticist to 
focus on what the robot is actually communicating via form 
and function. Additionally, it is probably easier to avoid un-
wanted effects of negative judgements if a roboticist has in 
mind the essential meanings of robot-related visual as well 
as behavioral signals and cues.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a first conceptualization of a ty-
pology with regard to a social robot’s potentially displayed 
signs. We mainly distinguished between signals and cues 
acted by humans and social robots. Moreover, human signals 
and cues are likely important to be conceptualized in social 
robotics due to the fact that roboticists most often use such 
signs to create a meaningful content.

Signals in robotics are explicitly implemented by roboti-
cists to coreograph the human-robot interaction in a specific 
way. We distinguish between human signals and artificial 
signals. Human signals are familiar human-like signals im-
plemented in robots to facilitate the understanding of a social 
robot’s action. Artificial signals are conventional signs to in-
form a user about a robot’s functional state.

Furthermore, explicitly considered human and artificial 
cues are implemented to improve a user’s perceived qualities 
of the social robot. Explicitly implemented human cues are, 
for instance, human-like faces which are babyfaced or at-
tractive. Explicitly implemented artificial cues are any modi-
fied artificial features of a robot (e.g., industrial design). 

Finally, not considered human and artificial cues are any 
cues which are not conceptualized in the design of a robot. 
To illustrate, unattractive faces with abnormal human-like 
features are such human cues in robots. Not considered cues 
might have unwanted effects with regard to a user’s judge-
ment of a social robot.

The quality of signals and cues in social robots is highly 
likely to influence the reliability of a robot’s displayed signs. 
Therefore, a discussion if or not implementing specific sig-
nals and cues in robots is a trade off among reliability and  
costs. Costs are on the one hand preperation costs (e.g., com-
plexitiy of a mechanical construction) and on the other hand 
production costs (e.g., power to display the sign). Moreover, 
in the consideration of signals and cues deception of such is 

FIGURE 4. The anthropomorphic robot Barthoc Jr.
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a crucial aspect. Particuarly, human-like signals and cues are 
always per definition deceptive, because a robot is an artifi-
cial entity. Subsequently, the implementation of human-like 
signs should be considered carefully. To illustrate, if a robot 
is conceptualized to appear highly anthropomorphic without 
the investigation of any preperational costs in the quality of 
anthropomorphic features the neglected human-likeness is 
likely to negatively affect the users’ judgement of the robot 
(e.g., uncanny valley effect). In this respect, a large scaled 
typology generally ought to be used by roboticists as a tool 
to minimize a user’s negative judgements about the social ro-
bot. An indicator has a value when it is indicating something. 
But if it is not indicating something, it should not be there or 
at least not indicating a negative value randomly.
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